Adjectives and Nouns

Find the adjective in each sentence. What noun does it describe?

1. I jumped in the pool and felt the cool water on my skin.

The adjective ________________ is describing the noun ________________.

2. A silly dog rolled in the mud.

The adjective ________________ is describing the noun ________________.

3. The flock of birds landed in the old tree.

The adjective ________________ is describing the noun ________________.

4. My legs are sore from running.

The adjective ________________ is describing the noun ________________.

5. Today has been the longest day!

The adjective ________________ is describing the noun ________________.

Match up the following nouns and adjectives. Use them to write two of your own sentences.

1. ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________

2. ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
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Find the adjective in each sentence. What noun does it describe?

1. I jumped in the pool and felt the cool water on my skin.

   The adjective **cool** is describing the noun **water**

2. A silly dog rolled in the mud.

   The adjective **silly** is describing the noun **dog**

3. The flock of birds landed in the old tree.

   The adjective **old** is describing the noun **tree**

4. My legs are sore from running.

   The adjective **sore** is describing the noun **legs**

5. Today has been the longest day!

   The adjective **longest** is describing the noun **day**

Match up the following nouns and adjectives. Use them to write two of your own sentences.

1. ____________________________________________

   ____________________________________________

   old  car  pretty  man
tall  building  rusty  girl

2. ____________________________________________

   ____________________________________________
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